Combinatorial evolution of regression nodes in feedforward neural networks.
A number of techniques exist with which neural network architectures such as multilayer perceptrons and radial basis function networks can be trained. These include backpropagation, k-means clustering and evolutionary algorithms. The latter method is particularly useful as it is able to avoid local optima in the search space and can optimise parameters for which no gradient information exists. Unfortunately, only moderately sized networks can be trained by this method, owing to the fact that evolutionary optimisation is very computationally intensive. In this paper a novel algorithm (CERN) is therefore proposed which uses a special form of combinatorial search to optimise groups of neural nodes. Oriented, ellipsoidal basis nodes optimised with CERN achieved significantly better accuracy with fewer nodes than spherical basis nodes optimised by k-means clustering. Multilayer perceptrons optimised by CERN were found to be as accurate as those trained by advanced gradient descent techniques. CERN was also found to be significantly more efficient than a conventional evolutionary algorithm that does not use a combinatorial search.